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Packt Publishing Limited, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Start building fast and robust applications with the
power of Rust by your side About This Book * Get started with the language to build scalable and
high performance applications * This book will help C#/C++ developers gain better performance
and memory management * Discover the power of Rust when developing concurrent applications
for large and scalable software Who This Book Is For The book is for absolute beginners to Rust,
who want to build high performance, concurrent applications for their projects. It is suitable for
developers who have a basic knowledge of programming and developers who are using the C#/C++
language to write their applications. No knowledge of Rust is expected. What You Will Learn * Set up
Rust for Windows, Linux, and OS X * Write effective code using Rust * Expand your Rust applications
using libraries * Interface existing non-Rust libraries with your Rust applications * Use the standard
library within your applications * Understand memory management within Rust and speed
efficiency when passing variables * Create more complex data types * Study concurrency in Rust
with...
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The most e ective pdf i ever go through. It is probably the most incredible book i have got study. You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ahm a d Hea ney-- Ahm a d Hea ney

The ebook is straightforward in study better to comprehend. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 % of the book. I am happy to let you know
that here is the very best pdf i have got read during my very own existence and might be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . B r a nnon Wolf-- Dr . B r a nnon Wolf
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